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COCKPIT COVERS
All our covers are made in heavy duty PVC on polyester. The overall covers are one grade heavier than the
cockpit covers. They are available in blue, white or red. This is a durable & washable material.
We can still supply you with the original Acrylic Canvas, which comes in Burgundy, White, Oyster and
Navy, this has the surface of canvas, but not as easy to keep clean.
For the past year we have been using a new material to us, Weathermax 80 is lighter, more durable, UPF
protected and mildew resistant. The colour choices are White, Navy, Forest Green, Oyster, for Burgundy
and Red there are sur-charges.
The life-span of each is much the same.
Scaffie, Dabber, Driver, Lugger, Longboat & Gig
For the open boats, you have three options:

♦

Cockpit cover.

This fits at side bench level & requires lacing hooks screwed to the side decks close up to the gunwhale
around the boat. Shockcord is laced around the cover & looped over the lacing hooks. At the forward end, it
has a collar that laces round the mast & Velcro to close the gap between the two parts in front of the mast.
It also has a dorsal fin eyelet to allow the main halyard to be attached & raised to form a slight tent shape.
This avoids the cover sinking in under the weight of rainwater & forming a swimming pool for the seagulls.
This is the only cover that can be used when the boat is left on a mooring. (The others require ropes to be
passed under the boat.)
Our covers come with the shockcord lacing. The lacing hooks can be supplied if not already fitted to your
boat.
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For the Cabin boats we can supply the following

Longboat Cruiser
There are two versions available :
♦ A cockpit cover to fit at side-bench level. It has a reinforced upstand at the front secured
by turnbuckles to keep it close to the cabin bulkhead.
♦ A cockpit cover that fits over the aft end of the cabin and drops down to the aft deck.
Coaster
The cockpit cover is a very simple square with shockcord lacing all around & a dorsal fin eyelet
Drifter
A cockpit cover that fits over the aft end of the cabin and falls away down to the aft deck.
Drifter 22 – only available in Acrylic Canvas or Weathermax
A cockpit cover as shown below
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